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Abstract. Model-driven development (MDD) is the construction of soft-
ware systems using formal or semi-formal design models as the basis.
One potential benefit of MDD is that the construction of software from
models can be automated, to reduce development costs and errors.
We describe the application of MDD to two areas of high-integrity sys-
tems: reactive control systems, and web applications. A subset of UML
with a precise semantics is used to support analysis and verified model
transformations.
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1 Introduction

The Model Driven Development (MDD) concept envisages a future where soft-
ware systems are increasingly developed as higher-level models rather than low-
level code. This vision intends to make the production of software systems more
reliable and efficient by freeing developers from the complexity of implementa-
tion details on particular platforms.

One approach to MDD is the Object Management Group’s (OMGs) Model-

driven Architecture (MDA) initiative [27], which aims to improve portability
and reusability of software systems by creating platform-independent models

(PIMs) from which versions of the system appropriate to particular technolo-
gies/languages can be generated, semi-automatically, via platform-specific mod-

els, PSMs.
One common notation used to express MDA models is the Unified Modelling

Language (UML) [25]. Here we will use a subset, UML-RSDS (Reactive Sys-
tem Development Support), of UML which is sufficiently expressive for many
purposes, and which also has a precise semantics [20, 18].

UML-RSDS combines formal and object-oriented approaches to software de-
velopment, providing the benefits of formal development without requiring for-
mal methods expertise. As with U2B [28], UML-RSDS can be used as the starting
point of a fully formal development using the B language.

In conventional UML development, constraints in the OCL notation1 are
mainly used as class invariants and as operation pre and post conditions. How-

1 OCL is a functional language, formally adopted as part of the UML 2.0 standard.



ever there is also a need to specify the global behaviour of a system in an ab-
stract declarative manner, and UML-RSDS uses an adaption of OCL to define
constraints relating several classes.

Finally, the formal semantics of UML-RSDS can be used to justify PIM to
PIM transformations and PIM to PSM refinements, providing a rigorous basis
for an MDA approach.

Figure 1 summarises the development process supported by UML-RSDS and
its accompanying toolset. A developer can construct PIM or PSM class dia-
grams and state machines using the tool, analyse these for conformance to the
UML or platform-specific metamodel (currently only Java and Java-based web
applications are supported), transform models to improve their quality or refine
them, translate to B [1] or SMV [12] for semantic analysis, and generate Java
code from a Java PSM. A specific tool for generating web applications (using
Servlets or JSPs in an MVC architecture) from class diagrams is also provided.
Our aim is automate development steps as far as possible, to reduce developer
effort and the risk of error introduction in manual processes. A PIM may need to
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Fig. 1. UML-RSDS Development Steps

be transformed into a PSM before code generation can be applied, for example,
to eliminate multiple inheritance or (for a relational database implementation)
many-many associations.

Section 2 defines the UML-RSDS notation, Section 3 describes the UML-
RSDS tools. Section 4 describes the UML-RSDS process for synthesis of reactive
systems, and Section 5 describes the process for synthesising web applications.
Section 6 describes some related work.

2 Specification in UML-RSDS

UML-RSDS specifications consist of:



1. A UML class diagram, including constraints (expressed in a subset of OCL
[20]) attached to operations, classes and (sets of) associations;

2. State machine models attached to classes in the class diagram, or to use
cases.

3. Use cases, describing the operations which a user of the system described by
the specification can perform on it.

Attributes of a class can be stereotyped as input , internal , derived or output .
Derived attributes are prefixed by / as usual. The prefix ? indicates an input
attribute and ! an output. These stereotypes are applicable for many different
kinds of system, for example, an input field on a web page, or a sensor in a
process control system, could both be represented as input attributes.

2.1 Specification Example

An example of a UML-RSDS specification, of part of a robot control system [23],
is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Class Diagram of Production Cell System

The FeedBelt class represents feed belts, which move work pieces (such as
car bodies) into the robot production cell. These have a motor fbm to move the
belt, a switch fbsw to switch the belt on and off, and a sensor fbend to detect
if a piece has reached the end of the belt, ready for unloading into the next
component of the cell.



One such component is an ‘elevating rotating table’, represented by the
ERTable class. These tables have two motors ertvm for vertical movement and
ertrm for rotary movement, and two sensors ertts and ertbs to detect if the table
is at its top or bottom position, respectively. The sensor ertblank detects if there
is a work piece in the table.

Normally one or more feed belts may feed blanks into a given table. belts

gives, for each table, the set of belts that feed that table.
Some example constraints in this system are:

– C1 “If the belt switch is off, the motor is off”:

fbsw = Off ⇒ fbm = Off

– C2 “If there is no blank at the end, the belt keeps moving”:

fbsw = On & fbend = Off ⇒ fbm = On

These are local invariants of the FeedBelt class.
Constraints which link the feed belt and table classes are:

– C3 “If a belt is ready to unload, and its table is ready to receive a blank,
then unloading may proceed”:

fbsw = On & fbend = On &
ertblank = Off & ertts = On ⇒ fbm = On

– C4 “If a belt is ready to unload, and its table is not ready to receive a blank,
then unloading may not proceed”:

fbsw = On & fbend = On &
ertblank = On ⇒ fbm = Off

fbsw = On & fbend = On &
ertts = Off ⇒ fbm = Off

C3 and C4 are constraints on the association between FeedBelt and ERTable:
they specify that, for any pair of feed belt and table objects linked by this asso-
ciation, that the given invariants must hold true. In this system the association
represents the physical connection between the robot system components: that
the belt is positioned to feed blanks to the table.

2.2 UML-RSDS Constraints

OCL can be used to define constraints in a UML-RSDS model. The significant
extension of UML-RSDS over standard UML class diagrams is that constraints
may be attached to associations. Association constraints permit a more abstract
and less implementation biased specification of properties than OCL navigation
expressions: which always express a property starting from the context of a



< value > ::= < ident > | Variable expression.
< number > | < string > | Primitive literal
< boolean > expressions.

< objectref > ::= < ident > |
< objectref >.< ident > | Navigation call expression.
< objectref > |( < expression > ) Select expression.

< arrayref > ::= < objectref > |
< objectref >[< value >] At expression.

< factor > ::= < value > |
{ < valueseq > } | Collection literal
Sequence{ < valueseq > } | expressions.
< arrayref > |
< factor > op1 < factor > Infix binary operation call (1)

< expression1 > ::= < factor > op2 < factor > Infix binary operation call (2)
< expression > ::= < expression1 > |

( < expression > ) |
< expression1 > op3 < expression > Infix binary operation call (3)

< invariant > ::= < expression > |
< expression > => < expression >

Table 1. UML-RSDS Constraint Syntax

particular class, so biasing the specification towards implementations in which
that class is responsible for maintaining the constraint.

Table 1 shows the syntax of OCL expressions currently accepted in UML-
RSDS constraints, within the UML-RSDS tools. A valueseq is a comma-separated
sequence of values. A factor level operator op1 can be:

1. +, −, ∗, /, div , mod

2. \/, /\ (also written as ∪ and ∩), a.

A comparator operator op2 is one of =, /=, <, >, <=, >=, :, <:, /:, / <:. A
logical operator op3 is one of &, or . Identifiers are either class names, function
names, class features (attribute, operation or role names), elements of enumer-
ated types, or represent variables or constants (if in upper case). Variables are
implicitly universally quantified over the entire formula. Operations can also be
written with parameters as op(p1, ..., pn), etc.

The functions currently supported in the UML-RSDS tool are size, toUpper ,
toLower on strings and size, asSet , max , min, sum on collections (sets and
sequences), and sqrt , sqr , floor , round , abs on numbers. Extension to other
functions of OCL is planned.

3 The UML-RSDS Tools

A large toolset has been developed to support UML-RSDS. The tool facilities
include:



1. Diagram creation and editing for class diagrams, use cases and state ma-
chines.

2. Syntactic and semantic checks on diagram correctness, including consistency
and completeness of constraints.

3. Transformations on UML models, for PIM to PSM refinement and PIM to
PIM or PSM to PSM quality improvement/refactoring.

4. Automated translation from UML-RSDS specifications into SMV, the B no-
tation, and Java.

The translation and diagram checking operations are fully automated. Transfor-
mations are also automatically applied, but must be selected manually by the
tool user.

In addition, there are facilities for the creation of web applications:

1. Creation of use cases, identifying operations such as searchEntityByAttribute

which a client of the web system will be able to perform.
2. Creation of a class diagram, and transformation of this into a relational

database schema.
3. Generation of all client and server-side components, using either a JSP, J2EE

or Servlet-based Model-View-Controller architecture.

4 Development Process for Reactive Control Systems

For reactive control systems, the UML-RSDS process is as follows:

1. PIM specification, using class diagrams, use cases, constraints and protocol
state machines.

2. Analysis and correction of PIM.
3. Production of PSM by means of proven transformations.
4. Synthesis of executable system.

We describe these steps in the following sections.

4.1 PIM Specification

The classes, use cases, associations and constraints of the system are constructed,
these must obey the UML 2.0 metamodel restrictions, for example, that cycles
of inheritance do not exist. All these checks are performed by the UML-RSDS
tools and warnings given to the user if these conditions are violated (and the
relevant model elements are not created). State machine models of classes or
operations in the class diagram can then be defined, these must also obey the
usual restrictions, for example that transition guards can only refer to local data
of the class/operation whose behaviour they describe. Behavioural statemachines
can be attached to use cases to define their behaviour as global operations of
the system in terms of operations of individual classes.



4.2 Analysis and Validation

Semantic analysis and validation of a model consists of examining three kinds
of properties:

1. Consistency properties: if contradictions are present in the model which
mean that no situation can ever satisfy it.

2. Completeness properties: if there are missing elements of the system, such
as cases of behaviour or missing subclasses, which should be present to give
an adequate specification.

3. Validation properties: additional properties which are expected to hold in
the model.

Some of these properties are analysed by the UML-RSDS tools using just the
class diagram and its constraints. One consistency check examines each pair

A ⇒ B

C ⇒ D

of invariants and tries to determine if B and D are contradictory whilst A and
C are consistent. If so, the two invariants are inconsistent. Completeness check-
ing is also performed, and an option to generate contrapositives and transitive
compositions of existing constraints is provided, to make the constraint set more
complete.

4.3 Semantic Analysis using B

To analyse UML models in greater depth, and to animate (validate using sym-
bolic execution) models, we use a translation to the B notation [1]. B is an
established state-based formal method which has been extensively used in in-
dustry, particularly in the European railway industry [8]. It has comprehensive
tool support, the B Toolkit [10] and Atelier B [4].

The UML-RSDS, B and SMV semantics are very closely related, each repre-
senting a model or execution of a specification as a sequence of time steps, each
step consisting of no events or of a single sensor event and a set of other events
(the reaction to the sensor event). Thus the results of analysis in B or SMV can
be immediately related to the UML model.

The translation from UML-RSDS into B essentially represents the axiomatic
UML-RSDS semantics [9, 19] of models in the B language. Each class E is repre-
sented by a variable es (the set of instances of E currently existing) and a type
E OBJ with es ⊆ E OBJ . Each instance attribute att of type T is represented
by a map

att : es → T ′

where T ′ is the representation of T in B. Associations are also represented as
maps, Table 2 shows the most common cases.



Association B role type B invariants

A∗–
r

∗
B r : as → F(bs)

A0..1–
r

∗
B r : as → F(bs) ∀ a.(a ∈ as ⇒ r(a) ∩ union(r [as − {a}]) = ∅)

A1–
r

∗
B r : as → F(bs) ∀ a.(a ∈ as ⇒ r(a) ∩ union(r [as − {a}]) = ∅)

union(r [as]) = bs
A∗–

r

1B r : as → bs
A0..1–

r

1B r : as  bs
Table 2. Representation of Associations in B

Ordered associations are represented in a similar manner, except that the
range type of the B representation is seq(bs) instead of F(bs).

State machines of a class are translated into additional types, attributes and
operation pre/post conditions of the class, which are then integrated into the
B derived from the class, providing a unified semantic description of the class
diagram and state machine models. More details of the B translation are given
in [21].

The B Toolkit can then be used to check if a UML specification has a model,
non-trivial models, or to animate the specification.

Proof obligations for internal consistency of a module in B are:

1. That there is some state which satisfies the module constraints and the
typing constraints.

2. That all the constraints are true in the initial state.
3. That each operation, if executed within its precondition, maintains the truth

of each constraint.

These correspond directly to similar properties of the UML-RSDS class or sub-
system from which the B module was derived. Together they ensure that the
constraints are always true, for each object of the class, at time points where no
operation is executing on the object, provided that operations are only executed
within their preconditions (the latter becomes a proof obligation for callers of
the operations).

Analysis of the production cell using B reveals a possible error in the speci-
fication, in that two belts may be concurrently trying to transfer blanks to the
same table. The specification therefore needs to be strengthened to eliminate
such situations.

4.4 Semantic Analysis using SMV

Modal operators AX , EX , AG, EG, AF and EF of CTL [6] can also be used
in UML-RSDS constraints to provide a specification of concurrency properties
such as liveness, reachability and deadlock-freedom. The syntax of UML-RSDS
constraints is extended by the clause

< invariant > ::= < modalops >< expression > |

< modalops > (< modalops >< expression > ⇒ < modalops >< expression >)



where < modalops > is a (possibly empty) sequence of modal operators. Table
3 explains the meaning of these operators.

Operator Meaning

AXψ ψ holds in all immediate next states of
the current state.

EXψ ψ holds in at least one immediate next state.

AGψ ψ holds in all future states.

EGψ ψ holds in all future states of some path
from the current state.

AFψ For each path from the current state, ψ holds
in some future state of that path.

EFψ There is a future state satisfying ψ.
Table 3. Temporal logic operators of CTL

An automated translation from UML-RSDS to SMV provides a means for
verification of such properties of a specification [3]. This translation maps each
class into a SMV module, with arrays being used in SMV to model the collection
of objects of each class, and to model associations between classes. Modules are
parameterised by an object identifier. Only systems with a bounded number of
objects can be translated to SMV: each class must have a cardinality constraint
defining the maximum number of objects of the class that can exist.

An example of translation to SMV is a translation of a simplified FeedBelt
class, which has only the fbend attribute ([3]):

MODULE FeedBelt(C,id)

VAR

fbend : {Off, On};

alive : boolean;

ASSIGN

init(fbend) := Off;

next(fbend) :=

case

C.event = setfbendOn & alive &

C.feedbeltId = id : On;

C.event = setfbendOff & alive &

C.feedbeltId = id : Off;

1 : fbend;

esac;

init(alive) := 0;

next(alive) :=

case

C.event = newFeedBelt & C.feedbeltId = id : 1;



C.event = killFeedBelt & C.feedbeltId = id : 0;

1 : alive;

esac;

C is a parameter which will be instantiated with the controller module of the
system, which holds a variable event denoting the current input event detected
by the system: creation or deletion of a feed belt, or a change of attribute state.
Also in the controller is a variable feedbeltId which identifies which feed belt
object is the target of the event.

The parameter id denotes the actual identity of a specific feed belt object,
and the variable alive indicates if the object exists or not. It is 0 (false) initially.

To create an SMV model with five feed belts, the following main module
would be defined:

MODULE main

VAR

MFeedBelt0 : FeedBelt(C,0);

MFeedBelt1 : FeedBelt(C,1);

MFeedBelt2 : FeedBelt(C,2);

MFeedBelt3 : FeedBelt(C,3);

MFeedBelt4 : FeedBelt(C,4);

C : Controller;

SPEC // properties to be proved

Predicates in CTL syntax can be written in the SPEC clause of this module. A
predicate which in UML-RSDS implicitly constrains the state of several objects
(all instances of a class, or all objects connected by an association) must be
explicitly expanded to refer to specific objects. For example, a temporal class
invariant “if the feed belt end is occupied then eventually it will become unoc-
cupied”:

AG(fbend = On ⇒ AF (fbend = Off ))

would be encoded as

AG(MFeedBelt0.fbend = On -> AF(MFeedBelt0.fbend = Off)) &

AG(MFeedBelt1.fbend = On -> AF(MFeedBelt1.fbend = Off)) &

AG(MFeedBelt2.fbend = On -> AF(MFeedBelt2.fbend = Off)) &

AG(MFeedBelt3.fbend = On -> AF(MFeedBelt3.fbend = Off)) &

AG(MFeedBelt4.fbend = On -> AF(MFeedBelt4.fbend = Off))

Running the SMV tool on such a specification will either confirm that these
predicates hold over all the possible traces of behaviour of the model, or will
produce counter-example traces for which they fail.

The correctness of the translation to SMV is verified by providing a common
semantics for SMV and UML, and demonstrating that the SMV translation T (e)
of any UML element e has the same semantics as e [3].



4.5 Production of a PSM

Once the PIM models have been verified as consistent, complete and valid, trans-
formations can be applied to refine the PIM towards a PSM for a particular
platform. In UML-RSDS this is performed by selecting an appropriate trans-
formation and applying it to a model. The application of the transformation
is carried out automatically by the UML-RSDS toolset. Each transformation is
proven to preserve the semantics of the model, so that a correct PIM yields a
correct PSM.

Examples of transformations for a Java PSM are [22]:

1. Removing multiple inheritance, either by amalgamation of classes and sub-
classes, or replacing inheritance by an association.

2. Removing association classes, replacing them by two many-one associations
and a new constraint.

Other transformations can be used to improve the quality of a model (PIM or
PSM) by refactoring/restructuring. For example, the introduction of a Template
Method pattern structure.

It is also possible to introduce new transformations, and to verify the cor-
rectness of these by using the B translation, and refinement proof in B [21].

4.6 Generation of Java

Java code can be generated automatically from a Java PSM, using the same
algorithm for converting constraints into explicit update operations as is used
in the translation to B. However the structuring of Java is closer to UML than
is B, resulting in a very close correspondence between the specification and
implementation: each UML class becomes a Java class, each data feature of the
UML class becomes a corresponding instance variable of the Java class, etc.

5 Development Process for Web Applications

In contrast to the usual ‘fine grain’ functional specification for which formal
methods are usually applied, with web applications formal specification can be
used to ensure the data integrity and consistency of the system at a large scale.
For web applications, the development process consists of the following steps:

1. Identification of logical data model of system, expressed as a PIM class
diagram.

2. Identification of use cases of system.
3. Transformation of data model into a platform-specific (usually relational

data storage) data model.
4. Selection of required architecture: Servlet-based, JSP-based, or J2EE. In

each case a model-view-controller separation of the components of the system
is used.



The following transformations are used to convert the PIM data model into
one suitable for implementation in a relational database:

– Removing inheritance.
– Removing many-many associations.
– Introducing primary keys (for persistent classes).
– Replacing many-one associations by foreign keys.

A UML profile for web applications is used to guide the use of these transfor-
mations and the code generation process (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. Profile for Web Applications

For example, an implicit association is implemented using SQL queries, not
by a physical database table. The OCL predicate defining membership of the
association can be directly used as the predicate of the SQL SELECT statement
which identifies the current members of the association according to the database
data.

Automatic generation of web applications can ensure that the visual presen-
tation and interaction style of the system to clients is consistent across all web
pages, and that standards for accessibility and usability are met. It also ensures
a consistent internal design for the system, and that good design practices are
followed. This is particularly important when complex frameworks such as J2EE
are used [13]. Finally, the generated code can be guarenteed to be functionally
correct.



Three alternative code-generation strategies can be used to generate the web
pages, server-side processing components and database management components
of a web application from PSMs:

1. JSP-based architecture: JSPs are used as view components to produce client
input forms and query result web pages. Beans are used to process requests
and perform database interaction.

2. Servlet-based architecture: specialised Java classes are used to generate web
pages, these pages are returned as the result of servlet doGet or doPost

operations. Servlets coordinate request handling and database interaction.

3. J2EE-based architecture: entity beans are used to provide an object-oriented
wrapper for database data, and session beans are used to encapsulate trans-
actions and other operations on this data. Presentation functionality is han-
dled by a combination of servlets and JSPs.

6 Related Work

Related work on UML is the U2B tool of Butler [28], and translations [15] from
UML to Object-Z. Other approaches that use model-checking for UML are the
system of [14] for property checking of statecharts using SPIN, and the Hugo
tool of [17]. A general problem with UML model checking is the semantic gap
between the UML languages and the (typically very restricted) language of the
model checker. To reduce the size of the generated SMV, we use a two-level
semantic approach for state machines, a coarse-grain semantics, which abstracts
from the order of actions within an event reaction (as in the B translation),
and a fine-grain semantics, which includes the ordering information (as in the
Java translation) [3]. We have also used mappings from UML to SMV which re-
duce model size: for example, representing associations as single two-dimensional
arrays instead of as one-dimensional arrays embedded in each object.

UML-RSDS is similar in intent to pragmatic formal approaches such as SCR
[7]. However, instead of inventing a new diagrammatic formal method, we make
precise an existing widely-used semi-formal method.

Some related UML tools are: (i) The KeY System. This toolkit [2] provides
facilities for verifying object-oriented applications against OCL specifications. In
contrast to KeY, UML-RSDS is intended to be used by developers as an OO
formal method, and to generate applications from high-level models according
to the MDA [27] concepts. UML-RSDS has also established a modular design
methodology including modular verification, which is lacking in KeY.

(ii) Executable UML [24]. UML-RSDS has a similar motivation to Executable
UML, but uses more abstract specifications as its starting point, instead of the
operational statechart-based models of Executable UML. This has the advantage
of providing analysis and error-detection at an earlier development stage.



7 Conclusion

We have introduced a notation and process, supported by tools, for the ap-
plication of MDD and MDA concepts to critical systems, starting from highly
abstract and declarative UML specifications. UML-RSDS enhances the benefits
of UML as a notation for expressing requirements, and enables communication
between customers and developers of a system, by allowing behavioural specifi-
cations to be defined at an early development stage (in PIMs or CIMs in MDA
terms), whilst providing verification, transformation, error detection and code
generation capabilities at this level.
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